CALL FOR PAPERS
Second International Conference for Information Systems and Design (ICID-2021)
Hybrid mode, 3-7 September 2021

Overview
ICID is a global cooperation network that promotes open industry innovations in the academic environment. We focus on the practical results-based studies prepared by industry experts in Information Systems' design, deployment, and adoption. The conference also attracts the most active and talented students to present their R&D projects, create new teams, and meet people alike. The main goal of our community is the connection between universities and enterprises. ICID conference is an active scientific event with 100+ participants and guests from Germany, Russia, Japan, UK, Finland, Belgium, the US, and other countries. We welcome everybody to submit papers, take part in the conference and present their research results. The second ICID conference will be primarily virtual with possibility of on-site participation in Divnomorskoye (Black Sea Coast of Russia).

Suggested topics (but not limited)
- Digital Transformation
- Industry 4.0 technologies
- Design Thinking
- Cloud technologies
- Internet of Things
- Software Design
- Business Networks
- Blockchain
- Artificial Intelligence
- Machine learning
- Advanced Analytics
- Big Data

Publication
Conference considers two steps submission: abstract submissions (1-2 pages according to the Springer template) before the conference and papers submissions (6-8 pages for the short papers format and 10-12 pages for the full papers format) after the conference. Submission will be through the EasyChair system. All submitted abstracts and papers will be blind-reviewed by the program committee. All accepted abstracts will be invited for the presentation at the conference. Selected proceedings of the conference will be published in Springer, CCIS series.

Key Dates
Abstract registration: 15.08.2021
Notification of acceptance: 21.08.2021
Article submission: 15.10.2021
Notification of article acceptance: 26.11.2021
Camera-ready papers: 10.12.2021